Advice and exercises following PIPJ replacement

Patient information

What is a PIPJ replacement?
You have undergone surgery to replace the middle joint in your finger (PIPJ) with a new PyroCarbon joint which is known as an arthroplasty. This may have been due to pain, limited movement or damage to your joint. You will need to undergo a strict hand therapy programme following this surgery to optimise your recovery.

What might I expect following surgery?
You will normally be seen by our hand therapy team within the first 1-2 weeks following your surgery. Following this you will then be seen on a regular basis to progress your hand therapy.

Following surgery it is important that you keep your dressing dry to avoid problems with your wound. Normally your stitches will be removed 10-14 days following your surgery. Once your wound is fully healed you will be shown how to use vasoline or an oil (such as sweet almond oil) to massage your scar to help prevent any excess scar tissue from causing problems and limiting the movement in your finger in the long term.

You will also be given advice regarding how to manage swelling in your finger. This may include elevating your hand above your heart level or through the use of compression (tape or sleeve).
Why is it important to protect my replaced joint?

You will be provided with a custom made thermoplastic splint which will be held in place with Velcro straps on the back of your finger. This splint is designed to support the replaced joint and prevent you from over straightening your finger (hyperextension). From time to time your splint may need to be remoulded. Your splint must be worn at all times normally for the first five to six weeks and then at night for a further two weeks unless advised by your therapist.

Why is it important to exercise my hand and replaced joint?

Exercises are important to help restore the movement and function of your hand. The exercises will help with preventing adhesions of scar tissue and reduce swelling. You will be taught exercises which need to be performed on a regular basis throughout the day (normally five times daily). Exercises are completed with the splint in place on your operated finger unless advised by your hand therapist.

Weeks one to four

1. Gently bend the tip of your finger while supporting the middle joint of your finger in the splint.
2. Gently bend the middle joint of your finger towards the exercise board that you have been given, then straighten to the splint. Each time you are seen by the hand therapist the angle on your board may be increased to allow more bend at your replaced joint, as it is able to tolerate it.
3. Use your other hand to gently stretch your finger to the splint, then hold it there on its own.

If you are struggling to straighten your finger to the splint you may be taught the following exercise:

Week five onwards

Five to six weeks following your surgery you may commence unrestricted flexion of your hand with the following exercises, which will be taught to you by your hand therapist.

Start with your fingers straight then bend them all forward at the back knuckles only, like a flat table top.
Start with your fingers straight then hook them all forward keeping the back knuckles straight.
Start with your fingers straight then make a full fist with all of your fingers.
**Week seven onwards**
If you are struggling with bending your finger at seven to eight weeks after your surgery you may be taught to use your other hand to help stretch your operated finger into a bend. You will be advised by your therapist when to commence this exercise.

You may be taught the following exercise if you are struggling to straighten your finger fully on its own. Use your other hand to stretch your finger straight. You will be advised by your therapist when to commence this exercise.

---

**What important advice should I follow?**

- During the first four to five weeks you will only be able to complete light daily activities with your hand as you will risk damaging your finger and your replaced joint. You will be advised by your therapist when you can commence heavier activities and return to work.
- Driving is not advised for the first six weeks due to potential strain on the new joint.
- It is important that you keep your unaffected joints moving normally, including your shoulder, elbow, wrist and fingers.
- If you notice any sudden pain, swelling, redness or a change in your fingers ability to move or your splint becomes too loose or tight, please contact the hand therapy team.

Please note this is only a guide and follow your individual hand therapist’s instructions.

---

**Who should I contact if I have any problems?**
If you have any problems or questions regarding your hand therapy please contact the hand therapy team on **01642 835595**.

---
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